In Experiment 1, 6-and 9-year-old children and adults were asked to imagine various types of objects. The experimenter then attempted to change the image of those objects in participants' minds by either suggesting that the objects may change against the participants' will, or by asking participants to change the objects as a favor to the experimenter. Two types of suggestive causation were employed: Magical-suggestion (a magic spell was cast with the aim of changing the imagined objects) and ordinarysuggestion (participants were told that the objects in their minds could alter against their will). Ordinary-suggestion was as effective as magical-suggestion in changing the participants' imagined objects. For adults, a direct request for compliance produced a stronger effect than did magical suggestion. This effect was not found in children. In Experiment 2, the two types of suggestion were tested on an alternative type of imagined objects. Adult participants were asked to imagine their futures. It was then proposed that (a) a magic spell could be cast on their futures with the aim of changing them either for the worse or for the better (magical-suggestion), or (b) changing a numerical pattern on a computer screen could change their futures (ordinarysuggestion). All participants denied that changing a numerical pattern on a computer screen could affect their lives, yet in their actions they demonstrated an element of belief in this possibility. As in Experiment 1, in Experiment 2 ordinary suggestion was as effective as magical suggestion. The hypothesis of an historic contiguity between magical causality and ordinary suggestion is discussed.
In Experiment 1, 6-and 9-year-old children and adults were asked to imagine various types of objects. The experimenter then attempted to change the image of those objects in participants' minds by either suggesting that the objects may change against the participants' will, or by asking participants to change the objects as a favor to the experimenter. Two types of suggestive causation were employed: Magical-suggestion (a magic spell was cast with the aim of changing the imagined objects) and ordinarysuggestion (participants were told that the objects in their minds could alter against their will). Ordinary-suggestion was as effective as magical-suggestion in changing the participants' imagined objects. For adults, a direct request for compliance produced a stronger effect than did magical suggestion. This effect was not found in children. In Experiment 2, the two types of suggestion were tested on an alternative type of imagined objects. Adult participants were asked to imagine their futures. It was then proposed that (a) a magic spell could be cast on their futures with the aim of changing them either for the worse or for the better (magical-suggestion), or (b) changing a numerical pattern on a computer screen could change their futures (ordinarysuggestion). All participants denied that changing a numerical pattern on a computer screen could affect their lives, yet in their actions they demonstrated an element of belief in this possibility. As in Experiment 1, in Experiment 2 ordinary suggestion was as effective as magical suggestion. The hypothesis of an historic contiguity between magical causality and ordinary suggestion is discussed.
In everyday speech, people often use expressions like 'the magic of words', 'the magic of art' and 'the magic of human communication'. Usually, these expressions are used metaphorically and emphasize the suggestive power of speech, art and communication. The idea behind this study was based upon the supposition that there could be more to these expressions than poetic association. Specifically, the hypothesis was tested that both magical and ordinary suggestions are based upon the same psychological mechanism.
The importance of this question stems from the fact that in contemporary society suggestion, along with logical persuasion, is a major mechanism of manipulation with mass consciousness. Research has shown that individuals' susceptibility to suggestion (known as suggestibility) is positively related to compliance, their ability to be hypnotized, and their beliefs in paranormal phenomena (Hergovich, 2003; Kirsch & Braffman, 2001; Richardson & Kelly, 2004) . The effects of conformity and group pressure in social relations are also based on suggestibility. Brehm and Kassin (1996) refer to an individual's conformity to group norms as 'a classic case of suggestibility' (Asch, 1951; Sherif, 1966) . In their APA report on deceptive and indirect techniques of persuasion and control, Singer, Goldstein, Langone, Miller, Temerlin, and West (1986) argue that many of the persuasion practices used in religion, politics and psychotherapy rely on compliance tactics and hypnosis. Such techniques aim to induce authoritarian messages into the minds of clients or followers by reducing their capacities of conscious critical control. In developmental psychology, suggestibility is widely understood as ' : : : the degree to which children's encoding, storage, retrieval, and reporting of events can be influenced by a range of social and psychological factors' (Ceci & Bruck, 1993, p. 404) . Although magical suggestion can be one of such factors, little is known about how magical suggestion, compared to ordinary suggestion, can influence individuals' cognitive processes.
Can ordinary suggestion be viewed as a version of magical suggestion that has historically and culturally evolved to fit the dominant scientific orientation in Western societies? Establishing a developmental link between magical and ordinary suggestion would bridge the gap that exists between the traditional and western types of thinking and liberate the traditional mentality from the label 'primitive'. Although contemporary suggestive techniques do not use manipulations like magic spells or sacred rituals, with regard to the underlying psychological mechanisms these techniques can be similar to magical suggestion. Indeed, it has long been proposed that psychological links exist between magical and ordinary types of suggestion. Thus, Needham (1925) emphasizes psychological unity between suggestion, autosuggestion and religious faith. All three phenomena are perceived as different versions of a transition from passively keeping an idea in the mind to asserting the idea with reality. In his analysis of Trobriand magic, Malinowski (1935) emphasized psychological similarities between magical speech and rituals in traditional societies, and persuasion techniques used in Western societies for commercial advertisements and political rhetoric.
So, what psychological mechanism could explain the similarity between the ordinary and magical types of suggestion? One tempting hypothesis can be to see this mechanism in 'participation'. Lévy-Bruhl (1966) coined the term 'participation' to refer to an aspect of traditional thinking. The traditional thinker has a tendency to merging between entities that from the rational point of view should be treated as separate. For instance, to the natives of New Guinea, a wizard (a person) is at the same time perceived as a crocodile (an animal) without being physically fused with the crocodile. Similarly, the Bororo of Brazil believed that they were also a special species of parrots, which they treated as their totemic ancestors. Clearly, from the point of view of rational logic such connections should be treated as abnormal. Lévy-Bruhl (1966) viewed participation as a mechanism that underlies belief in magical causality. Unlike physical causality, magical causality implies that mental processes (wishing, imagining, chanting spells) can directly affect physical processes (like the weather or crops), thus bridging the gap between mental and physical realities. This view has been adopted by some contemporary research into magical thinking (Nemeroff & Rozin, 2000) . An example of participation-based thinking is 'nominal realism' in which the name of an entity merges with the entity's physical substance. Research has shown that if adult participants are given two labels, one carrying the word 'sucrose' and the other 'sodium cyanide, poison', and instructed to attach them to empty clean bottles, the bottle with the 'cyanide' label acquires a negative connotation to the participants. When subsequently asked to sip sugar water from one of the bottles, participants preferred to drink from the sugar-labelled bottle and avoided drinking from the one labelled 'cyanide' (Rozin, Marwith, & Ross, 1990; Rozin, Millman, & Nemeroff, 1986) . In other words, participants' actions were based on their perception of the labelled substance (i.e. cyanide) and not of the known substance (i.e. sugar water). It is important to emphasize that an action based upon the mechanism of participation is contrary to an automatic 'reflex type' response (like blinking or sneezing). The individual is making a conscious decision and has a free choice. However, in this situation, the individual's decisions are made on an emotional level, and are in contradiction with the individual's knowledge.
Reasoning and other cognitive functions can also be affected by emotional attitudes (Clore, Schwarz, & Conway, 1994; Forgas, 1995 Forgas, , 2002 Gasper, 2004) . However, the characteristic feature of participation that distinguishes it from other 'emotionally driven' responses is that, whilst affecting participants' actions, emotions do not affect participants' critical reasoning capacities. As a result, when thinking or acting on the basis of participation, individuals are aware that what they think or do is 'not right' and therefore contradicts their consciously adopted views or interests.
Usually, the concept of magical causality refers to 'consciousness over matter' magic-the belief that mental processes, like wishing or casting a magic spell, can directly affect external physical events, like the weather or harvest (see Frazer, 1923; Vyse, 1997; Woolley, 2000) . Some authors, however, extend the scope of magical causality to include the effects of wishing or ritual magic on mental, rather than physical, reality ('consciousness over consciousness ' magic, or 'communication magic') . For instance, a medicine man influences a sick person's mind, by encouraging them to observe healing rituals performed on the magician's own body (Frazer, 1923) . Lévy-Bruhl (1966) cited a case of black witchcraft 'by effigy'. In this example, a person who believed that he had been cursed to die 'had fretted so much about it that he died' (p. 343). This type of 'voodoo' witchcraft has also been observed in some modern traditional cultures (Cannon, 1957) .
Most empirical research on magical thinking to date has been restricted to studying beliefs in consciousness over matter magic (Harris, Brown, Marriott, Whittal, & Harmer, 1991; Johnson & Harris, 1994; Phelps & Woolley, 1994; Rozin et al., 1990; Rozin et al., 1986; Subbotsky, 1985 Subbotsky, , 2001 Subbotsky, , 2004 . This study investigates the extent to which magical manipulations may affect mental, rather then physical, objects and processes ('communicative magic'). Some researchers have claimed that communicative magic may have the desired practical effects via the mechanisms of suggestion and autosuggestion (Boyer, 1994; Freska & Kulscar, 1989; Nemeroff & Rozin, 2000) . Therefore, further investigation into communicative magic would extend our knowledge of the mechanisms of magical thinking and the role that magical thinking plays in communication.
It is assumed in this study that the way participation works in communicative magic is as follows: If an idea is suggested to individuals, it is adopted on an emotional level and acted upon at that level even though their rational judgments may indicate that the idea is untrue or contrary to their personal interests. The difference between participation in consciousness over matter magic and participation in communicative magic is that in the former a connection is made between an idea (e.g. a message on the container's label) and a physical entity (e.g. liquid in the container). In the latter, the connection is made between a suggested idea and the recipient's mental / physical state. For example, suggesting that an individual becomes ill after a magic curse is cast on him or her (the idea) can indeed have the effect of influencing their mental / physical state. The important characteristic of participation is that a recipient unconsciously adopts the agent's message while consciously he or she disagrees with the message and rejects it. Speaking in operational terms, participation-based communicative magic is observed when two criteria are met: (a) Individuals think or do what they are magically suggested to think or do, and (b) they consciously refer to what they think or do as 'foolish' or undesirable.
Another way mental states are affected is communicative causation that is based on rational logic. An example of this kind of communicative causation is rational persuasion: An individual who adopts a suggested message does it because he or she has logical reasons to believe that by doing so the message would benefit him or her, albeit indirectly, and in the long-term. For example, a scientist can be persuaded that his or her theory is wrong, even if in the short-term losing the dispute may be painful to the scientist's selfrespect. Another instance of communicative causation based on rationality is a direct request for compliance. In this case, people can consciously accept or reject the request depending upon whether or not they see it as reasonably beneficial for themselves. For example, advertising a commercial product often involves the advertiser providing rational reasons why the consumer might benefit from buying the product.
On the basis of these theoretical distinctions, it can be assumed that magical suggestion and logical persuasion are based on different psychological mechanisms. Magical suggestion (like magical healing or cursing) is based on the mechanism of participation, whereas logical persuasion is based on the mechanism of rationality. For example, when a medicine man demonstrates the ability to heal by performing the healing rituals on himself, the result is achieved due to the patient's belief that a nonphysical supernatural unity exists between the rituals and his or her illness. Conversely, a medical doctor is supposed to be able to logically persuade a patient to take certain drugs, by explaining to the patient why taking these drugs may result in a positive healing effect.
The question arises as to whether ordinary suggestion is also based on the mechanism of participation. In the Cambridge International Dictionary of English, the term 'suggest' is defined as 'to communicate or show (an idea or feeling) without stating it directly or giving proof' (Procter, 1995 (Procter, , p. 1457 . This implies that suggestion might be a type of communicative causation that is not based upon rationality. For instance, one of the suggestive techniques used in commercial advertising is 'product placement' -placing products within popular movies or magazine articles. Although this technique does not rationally persuade a consumer that buying the product is beneficial for them, product placement can indeed facilitate people's choices of the product. This is achieved via the consumers' emotional identification with their favorite movie characters that are wearing or using the product in the advertisement (Babin & Garder, 1996; Gupta & Lord, 1998; Karrh, 1998) . But if ordinary suggestion is not based on rational reasoning, can it be based on participation?
The hypothesis tested in this study was that ordinary suggestion, like magical suggestion, is based upon the psychological mechanism of participation. One of the empirically verifiable implications of this hypothesis is that magical and ordinary types of suggestion should be equally effective in their attempts to affect mental reality. If, however, magical suggestion and ordinary suggestion are based upon different psychological mechanisms, their effects are likely to be different. For example, if magical suggestion was based upon participation, and ordinary suggestion based upon rationality, in the situation where individuals are not interested in adopting a message, with other conditions being equal, the effect of magical suggestion should be significantly stronger than that of ordinary suggestion. This is expected because individuals are more likely to reject a non-attractive suggested idea if they are in control of their actions (rationality mechanism) than if they are not (participation mechanism).
1
In order to examine this hypothesis, precautions should be taken that differences in effects of magical and ordinary types of suggestion, if found, could not be explained by factors other than differences in the underlying psychological mechanisms, for example, by simply assuming that magical suggestion is inherently more or less powerful than ordinary suggestion. In order to make sure that both magical and ordinary suggestions were on the same point of the 'power scale', the following conditions should be met. First, the same person should do the instruction in both magical and ordinary conditions. Second, the wording of the instruction in both conditions should be exactly the same, save the reference to the magic spell in the magical suggestion condition. Third, scoring should also be the same in both conditions. Under such circumstances, the only factor that could make the power of suggestion in the two conditions different is the magic spell in the magical suggestion condition. The developmental section of Experiment 1 is introduced to control for this possibility. As long as children are generally stronger believers in magic than are adults (Subbotsky, 2004; Woolley, 2000) , the magic spell should have made the magical suggestion more powerful in children than in adults. If the main effect of age for the magical suggestion were not significant, this would testify against the assumption that a magic spell made any difference in terms of the power of suggestion between the two suggestive conditions. This allows one to overrule the possibility that magical and ordinary types of suggestion in this study could have been at different points of the 'power scale'. The only possibility that remains to explain the difference in effects of ordinary and magical suggestion is to assume that they are based on different psychological mechanisms, with ordinary suggestion being based on rationality and magical one on participation.
Another reason for the developmental aspect in this study was to compare the effects of magical and ordinary types of suggestion on children with those on adults. This comparison could shed some extra light on whether magical and ordinary suggestions are based on the same or different psychological mechanisms. Like we said, children are stronger believers in magic than adults. If magical and ordinary suggestions are based upon different psychological mechanisms, then adult's and children's reactions to these types of suggestion should differ. Adults might treat both types of suggestion as similar (because they don't believe in magic and treat magical suggestion as ordinary suggestion), whereas children should succumb to magical suggestion to a significantly greater extent than to ordinary suggestion. If, however, magical and ordinary types of suggestion are based on the same psychological mechanism, then they should have equal effects on children as they do on adults. Six-and nine-year old children were selected, specifically because at this age children are still prone to magical beliefs (though to a lesser extent than younger children, Subbotsky, 2004 ). Yet, unlike younger children, six-and nine-year-olds were able to understand instructions given in Experiment 1.
2
A related but separate issue is examining at what age participants are able to distinguish between magical and non-magical communicative causation. Are children aware that although a direct request for compliance may cause the same response as magical suggestion (for instance, an instantaneous transformation of one imagined object into another one), the former is not related to magic?
To summarize, the aim of this study was to examine to what extent children's and adults' mental reality (imagined objects) can be affected by magical suggestion, compared with ordinary suggestion and with a direct request for compliance. The suggestion aimed to transform objects that participants were imagining while explicitly encouraging the participants to retain the image of the objects at the same time. In Experiment 1, the imagined objects were artificially-induced visual representations of different types of objects: physical (i.e. an imagined pencil) and fantastic (i.e. a flying dog with wings). In Experiment 2, objects to be affected by magical and ordinary suggestion were personally significant imaginary objects: participants' images of their futures.
EXPERIMENT 1
Testing magical suggestion on artificially induced imagined objects Participants 145 participants who passed the pre-test interviews 3 were assigned to either the magical-or ordinary-suggestion conditions. In the magical-suggestion condition there were twenty-six 6-year-olds, (M ¼ 6:4, range 6 to 6.11), twenty-seven 9-year olds, (M ¼ 9:5, range 9 to 9.11), and twenty undergraduates, (M ¼ 22:1, range 18 to 39). In the ordinary suggestion condition, there were thirty 6-year-olds, (M ¼ 6:5, range 6 to 6.10), thirty 9-year-olds, (M ¼ 9:3, range 9.1 to 9.10), and eleven undergraduates, (M ¼ 23:7, range 19 to 51). Children were recruited from local primary schools in the North West of England. They majority of children were British, White and primarily middle class. Adults were primarily British, White. Approximately 25% of the adult participants were international visiting undergraduates from continental Europe, Asia and the United States.
Materials
Materials included a wooden box of 15 £ 11 £ 11 cm., a circular piece of white paper, a postage stamp, and a 'Play Dough' ball. A specially constructed lid and a hidden trap door in the box produced an effect that looked like a violation of object permanence: one object was mysteriously transformed into another object after the lid of the box was shut. The box could be manipulated (i.e. turned upside down or shaken) without revealing the mechanism through which the objects were transformed. The postage stamp was hidden between the trap door and the box wall, and the piece of paper was placed on the table next to the box.
Design
The between-participants variables were age (6 years, 9 years, and adults), type of suggestion (magical suggestion vs. ordinary suggestion), and valence of emotionally loaded transformation (desirable vs. undesirable transformation). The withinparticipants variables were type of causation (magical suggestion vs. direct request for compliance), type of transformation (neutral vs. emotionally loaded transformation), and type of object (physical imagined vs. fantastic object). The emotional valence manipulation was introduced in order to account for the possibility that some transformations of imagined objects could be inherently easier than the others (like transformations of undesirable objects into desirable ones), and could affect the results. On the same ground, the fantasy manipulation was introduced. The dependent variables were the 'efficacy of causation' scores and the 'magical status' scores (see scoring below). The variables are summarized in Table 1 .
Procedure

Pre-test interviews
Participants were tested individually in one 15-to 20-minute session. Each participant was asked two sets of questions. The first set targeted participants' understanding of the difference between magical events that violated known physical principles and tricks that looked like magical events but were open to non-magical (e.g. physical) explanations. This understanding was necessary in order to avoid ambiguity in the interpretation of participants' answers to the 'magical status' questions. It was also needed for the participants to be aware of the purpose of magical suggestion -to affect their imagined objects in a magical way.
Participants were shown pictures of two wizards that differed only in the color of the wizards' caps. They were then told that one of the two men was a real wizard who could do proper magic, while the other only pretended that he could do real magic and in fact could only show tricks that looked like magical events. Children were then told two test stories. Both stories described the same effect (a piece of blank white paper placed in an empty briefcase came out of the briefcase with a picture of a lizard on it). Each story offered an alternative explanation for this occurrence. One story presented the effect as a trick masquerading as a magical event (the wizard had used magic to make the picture appear on the blank piece of paper, but in fact the wizard distracted the participant's attention and swapped the blank piece of paper for a similar looking piece of paper that had a picture on it). The other story presented an instance of magic that violated known physical principles (the wizard really made the picture appear on the paper by magic). After presenting each story, the experimenter asked the children if they believed it was an instance of proper magic or a magic trick, and encouraged them to justify their answers. Next, participants were asked to identify which of the wizards was a proper wizard and which was a fake one; again, children were encouraged to justify their answers.
An acceptable explanation for having correctly chosen the magical event response might be 'This was proper magic, because he did not swap anything and did not distract me, he did all this by using magic spell'. Similarly, an acceptable explanation for correctly choosing the trick response might be 'This was a trick, because he deceived me, he said he would do this by magic, but he just swapped the papers'. On selecting the proper wizard, children who made a correct choice usually combined the two previous justifications: 'This is a proper wizard, because he did not swap the pictures, he drew the picture by magic'. Only children who correctly identified all three items (the trick, the instance of proper magic, and the genuine wizard) and who gave acceptable justifications for their answers proceeded to the main experiment. A simplified shorter version of this interview was used with adults: pictures were omitted, and the character was called 'a person' instead of 'a wizard'. The second set of questions targeted participants' understanding of the difference between imagined and perceived physical objects. The main interview employed imagined objects; it was therefore necessary to ensure that participants were aware of the main features that distinguish imagined objects from real ones. Participants were shown a red pencil lying on the table and were asked questions that accentuated the physical properties of the object. The questions involved externality ('Are you seeing this pencil out there, or are you just imagining it in your head?'), accessibility to sense organs ('Can you touch this pencil with your hand, or can't you?'), and intersubjectivity ('Am I seeing this pencil as well as you, or am I not?'). Next, the pencil was removed, and participants were asked to imagine another (green) pencil lying in the same place. The same questions were then repeated. Only those participants who were able to recognize the difference between perceived and imagined physical objects took part in the experiment. The correct responses were that the perceived item was judged as lying on the table for real and that it could be touched and seen by another person.
Condition 1: Magical suggestion Props
Preceding the main interview, it was necessary to emphasize the contrast between ordinary and magical types of causation. Ordinary causation was demonstrated by the experimenter rolling the Play Dough ball into the shape of a sausage. Magical causation was demonstrated by the experimenter transforming the circular piece of paper into a postage stamp by placing it into an apparently empty box and casting a magic spell on the box. Each time participants were asked if the observed effect was magic or not, and encouraged to justify their answers. If participants acknowledged that the effect was magical, they were asked whether it was real magic or fake magic. If they denied that the effect was real magic, they were then asked whether the effect could be real magic if the cause of the transformation had been due to a magic spell and not a trick box.
Main interview
Imagined physical object -emotionally neutral transformation Suggestion trial 4 Participants were asked to imagine that a physical object (i.e. a blue pencil) was on the table in front of them. They were then instructed: 'Now, I am going to say a magic spell that may turn the blue pencil that you are imagining into an imaginary steel spoon. When I say my magic spell, I hope that the blue pencil that you are imagining on the table will turn into an image of a spoon, even if you don't want this to happen. Please, bear in mind that I am not asking you to turn the pencil into a spoon, you are supposed to focus on the pencil, I just want to check if my magic spell might work against your will'.
The experimenter then repeated a number of non-words that sounded like a magic spell and asked the key question that assessed efficacy of the inductive causation: 'So has the blue pencil turned into the imagined spoon or has it not?' Next, questions assessing the magical status of the communicative causation were asked: 'Was this magic or not?' 'Was it real magic or fake magic?'
If the answer to the efficacy question was 'no', participants were then asked to explain why the transformation did not take place. The magical status question was then asked in a different way 'And if the pencil really turned into a spoon against your will, would this be magic or not?' 'Would this be real magic or fake magic?'
In designing the methodology for this experiment, we relied on the existing evidence that young and preschool children's capacity to manipulate imagined objects and reflect upon them is more advanced than is usually assumed. Evidence for this capacity can be found in Piaget's early writings on children's symbolic games. For instance, Piaget (1962) argues that the capacity to symbolically represent things and sensibly manipulate with symbolic representations is present in 3-year-old children. Piaget also gives multiple examples of 4-and 5-year-olds' imaginary stories in which children could consistently and for a long time manipulate with complex imaginary objects. In the more recent work, Paul Harris (2000) provided ample evidence for young children's precocious capacity to deal with the imaginary world. For example, in a game of pretence, 2-year-olds were shown to be able to imagine a chain of causal transformations of objects and describe their outcomes, they could also manipulate with pretend imagined objects in the way that these object retained physical and causal properties of the physical prototypes. Dias and Harris (1988) have shown that 6-and even 4-year-olds, under certain circumstances, are capable of drawing logically correct conclusions from semantically incorrect premises like 'All fishes live in trees', 'Tod is a fish', 'Does Tod live in water?'. In the light of this and other existing evidence, the task demand of Experiment 1 of this study does not seem particularly challenging (see also Shultz, Wells, & Sarda, 1980) .
Direct request for compliance trial
The experimenter then asked participants to imagine that another object (i.e. a little ball) was on the table, and said: 'Now can I ask you to do me a favor and turn this little ball into a sheet of paper for me please, OK? Can you imagine that the little ball has turned into a sheet of paper?' The same follow up questions were then asked as in the suggestion trial.
Imagined physical object -emotionally loaded transformation
The procedure was the same as for the emotionally neutral transformation, except that this time an imagined object (i.e. a butterfly) was supposed to turn into an object that supposedly had emotional connotations to participants. For half of the participants, the target transformation was a desirable object (a rabbit, a teddy bear), and for the other half it was an undesirable object (a spider, a poisonous snake). This manipulation aimed to examine whether the result of communicative causation would depend of the valence of the transformation -a desirable versus undesirable one.
Fantastic object -emotionally loaded transformation
The procedure was the same as for an imagined physical object (emotionally loaded transformation) except that imagined objects were fantastic (a fairy, a living potato with little legs). This manipulation was done in order to examine whether suggestive causation would be more efficient if the object of the transformation was fantastic than if the object was physical.
Condition 2: Ordinary suggestion
In order to assess to what extent a simple (non-magical) suggestion can transform imagined objects, in this condition the procedure was changed. Furthermore, to eliminate the possibility of contamination of participants' answers with magical associations, the above pre-test interviews were conducted after (not before) the main interview. In the prop session, the transformation of a piece of paper into a postage stamp was performed without a magic spell being cast on the box. In the main interview, in the Suggestion trial, the experimenter did not cast a magic spell. Instead, the experimenter suggested to participants that the objects they were imagining could change spontaneously and against their will, at the same time encouraging the participants to focus on the original objects.
This suggestion was perceived as ordinary for the following reasons. First, although in the physical world it is impossible for one physical object (i.e. a pencil) to change into another physical object (i.e. a steel spoon), such transformation could easily happen in the world of imagination. Second, the ability to control one's thoughts (for instance, avoiding thinking of an unpleasant object) is not uncommon in the everyday life of children and adults. Studies on thought control have revealed that people were able to control their thoughts, though participants found this task difficult (Wegner & Erskine, 2003; Wegner, Schneider, Carter, & White, 1987) . For instance, in this experiment, in the emotionally neutral transformation trial, the experimenter asked participants to imagine a blue pencil, and then said: 'Now, there is a possibility that the blue pencil that you are imagining can turn into another object, for instance, into an image of a steel spoon. Please, bear in mind that I am not asking you to turn the pencil into a spoon, you are supposed to focus on the pencil, but the change may just happen against your will'. The same follow-up questions were then asked as in the magical suggestion condition. However, the magical status questions were omitted, as the magical context was not required in this condition. The direct request for compliance was also omitted.
The order of the conditions, the order of the suggestion and the direct request for compliance trials were counterbalanced. The order of various types of transformation (emotionally neutral transformation, emotionally loaded transformation of physical objects, and emotionally loaded transformation of fantastic objects) was randomized.
Expectations
Generally, it was expected that in both magical and ordinary-suggestion conditions, participants would find it difficult to retain the original objects in their imagination. This would therefore result in the efficacy scores being above zero in both conditions. This expectation was based upon the findings of earlier reported data on thought control showing that abstaining from a target thought (e.g. 'thinking of a white bear') was a difficult task for adult participants (Wegner, 1994; Wegner et al., 1987) .
Regarding the above effects of magical and ordinary suggestion, expectations depended upon the assumed underlying psychological mechanism. If the mechanisms were different ('participation versus rationality' assumption), a significant main effect of type of suggestion would be expected. In this case, ordinary suggestion would produce a significantly smaller effect than magical suggestion. If ordinary suggestion was based upon rationality and magical suggestion on participation, participants would be able to resist the suggested transformation of their imagined objects in the ordinary but not in the magical suggestion condition. Indeed, as argued in the introduction, in the ordinary suggestion condition participants are in control of their imagined objects. Having no reason to change the objects in their minds, they stick to the original objects. In contrast, in the magical suggestion condition, even if participants do not consciously believe in the effect of a magic spell, they emotionally adopt the idea that the magic spell may transform the objects in their minds. Alternatively, if the mechanisms of both types of suggestion were the same ('participation versus participation' assumption), then there should be no difference between the efficacy of magical and ordinary types of suggestion, hence there would be no significant effect of type of suggestion.
It was also expected that a direct request for compliance would be significantly more influential than magical suggestion, thus producing a significant main effect of type of causation in the magical suggestion condition. The reason for this expectation was that a request for compliance is 'a priori' based on rationality, whereas magical suggestion is based upon participation.
A significant effect of valence of emotionally loaded transformation was predicted, with transformations into emotionally desirable objects happening more frequently than transformations into emotionally undesirable objects. This was expected because participants are less likely to succumb to the suggested transformation of their mental objects or meet a request to do so if they have to switch to an object they dislike (emotionally undesirable transformation) than if they have to switch to an object they like (emotionally desirable transformation).
Finally, fantastic objects were expected to be transformed by magical suggestion more frequently than imagined physical objects, thus producing a significant type of objects effect. This expectation was based on the data of previous research (Subbotsky, 2005) which indicated that fantastic objects were less 'permanent' and more sensitive to a magic spell than imagined physical objects.
Regarding the magical status of transformations, magical suggestion was supposed to transform objects by a magic spell, whereas a direct request for compliance was not. It was therefore expected that magical transformations would be perceived as magical more frequently than a direct request for compliance.
Scoring 5
In order to compare efficacy of magical suggestion with that of ordinary suggestion, participants' responses were scored as follows. A score of zero was awarded to participants who said that the transformation had not occurred, and a score of one to those who said that it had.
The magical status of communicative causation was coded in a similar way. Transformations of imagined objects were given a magical status score of zero if participants perceived the transformations as non-magical or as instances of fake magic. Transformations that participants viewed as instances of real magic were given a magical status score of one.
Results
To assess the effect of valence of emotionally loaded transformation, a 3 (age) £ 2 (desirable vs. undesirable valence) £ 2 (magical vs. ordinary type of suggestion) analysis of variance (ANOVA) was performed on the total efficacy scores for emotionally loaded and fantastical objects (a minimum score of 0 and a maximum score of 2). The results are shown in Table 2 . No significant main effects or interactions were observed. As there was no a significant main effect of valence of transformation, in subsequent analyses the data were collapsed.
To explore the effect of type of suggestion, a 3 (age) £ 2 (magical vs. ordinary type of suggestion) analysis of variance (ANOVA) was performed on the total efficacy scores for neutral, emotionally loaded and fantastical objects (a minimum score of 0 and a maximum score of 3). The results are shown in Table 3 . There were no significant main effects or interactions.
To explore the effect of type of causation (magical suggestion versus a direct request for compliance), the efficacy scores for each type of causation were calculated as a summary of simplified scores for all three types of transformation (neutral transformation of physical objects, emotionally loaded transformation of physical objects, and emotionally loaded transformation of fantastic objects -a minimum score of 0 and a maximum score of 3). A 3 (age) £ 2 (magical suggestion vs. direct request for compliance) ANOVA with repeated measures on the last factor was performed on these scores as a dependent variable. The results are shown in Table 4 . The analysis produced a significant main effect of type of causation, Fð1; 70Þ ¼ 21:61, p , :001. The direct request for compliance yielded a significantly higher mean efficacy score than magical suggestion. There was also a significant interaction between age and type of causation, Fð2; 70Þ ¼ 5:90, p , :01. The age differences between mean efficacy scores of magical suggestion and a request for compliance were then assessed separately for each of these variables. In adults, direct request for compliance yielded a significantly higher mean efficacy score than in 6-or 9-year-old children, M ¼ 2:85, M ¼ 2:30 and M ¼ 2:27, respectively, Tukey HSD p ¼, :05.
Fantastical objects were changed by a magic spell significantly more frequently than emotionally loaded physical objects, McNemar's, N ¼ 73, p , :001.
Children perceived transformations of imagined physical and fantastical objects as magical significantly more frequently if they occurred after the magic spell than if they occurred in response to a direct request for compliance, McNemar's, N ¼ 53, exact p ¼ :001 and N ¼ 53, exact p ¼ :006, for imagined physical and fantastic objects, respectively. Adults showed the same effect with regard to fantastic objects only, N ¼ 20, exact p ¼ :016.
Discussion
The absence of a significant effect for type of suggestion fails to support the hypothesis that magical and ordinary suggestions are based on different psychological mechanisms, with magical suggestion being based on participation and ordinary suggestion -on rationality. Rather, the results favor the hypothesis that both magical and ordinary types of suggestion are based on the same psychological mechanism -participation. As argued in the introduction, participation is an individual's ability to identify with a suggestion or idea that is contrary to the person's conscious views or intentions. Indirectly, the conclusion that both types of suggestion were based on participation is supported by the fact that there was no significant interaction between age and type of suggestion. This indicated that in children and adults, the difference between the efficacy of magical and ordinary suggestion was not significant, though children are known to be stronger believers in magic than adults.
In the magical suggestion condition, there was a significant effect for type of causation, with the direct request for compliance producing a greater effect than magical suggestion. This effect, however, interacted with age. Adults revealed stronger compliance than either 6-or 9-year-old children. This suggests that there is an agerelated trend in the relationship between rationality-based and participation-based types of communicative causation. With regard to efficacy, in children both types of communication are not yet separated. A possible explanation for this effect is that 6-and 9-year-olds' capacity to resist magical suggestion was limited, and this made magical suggestion as effective as was a direct request for compliance. In contrast, adults were able to resist magical suggestion to a larger extent than children, yet they were prepared to convert their imagined objects into other objects if asked to do so as a favor to the experimenter. It is also possible that adults are more compliant than children, and this accounts for the developmental effect. Examination of Table 4 favors both assumptions. As predicted, both children and adults viewed complying with rationality-based direct request as a non-magical effect and complying with magical suggestion as an instance of real magic. It shows that even 6-year-olds are able to understand the difference between rationality-based and participation-based types of communicative causation. Altogether, the results did not support the expectation that efficacy of transformation would depend on the outcome's desirability. This was indicated by the absence of a significant effect for valence of emotionally loaded transformations. A possible explanation for this is that the desirability of imagined objects is a subjective judgment. Consequently, objects that were supposed to be undesirable (i.e. a spider), for some participants could in fact be desirable to imagine, and vice versa. Similarly, some undesirable objects, like a spider or a poisonous snake, could have a stronger appeal to participants' imagination than desirable but humble ones, like a rabbit or a teddy bear. As a result, the desirability effect was eliminated.
The prediction that object type (an imagined physical object vs. a fantastic object) would affect the efficacy of communicative causation was supported. This is in concordance with the earlier findings indicating that fantastical objects are more 'soft' and vulnerable to suggestive influences than imagined physical objects (Subbotsky, 2005) .
There are, however, alternative explanations for the absence of a condition effect in this experiment. It can be argued that similarity between the effects of magical and ordinary types of suggestion was due to the specific nature of imagined objects used in this experiment. Indeed, the imagined objects employed in this experiment were artificially implanted and situational imagined objects. First, participants may have not believed that a magic spell could change these objects in their minds. For participation to work such belief is necessary. If this were the case, then magical suggestion was in fact downgraded to the level of ordinary suggestion, and this explains the absence of a condition effect.
The second alternative explanation is based upon the fact that imagined objects suggested to participants by the experimenter (like an imagined apple or a flying dog) were arbitrary and not anchored in participants' lives. As a result, participants' ability to consciously control these objects in their imagination was limited. Due to the arbitrary nature of the imagined objects, these objects could easily (without conscious intention) transform into ones suggested by the experimenter. As the literature on thought suppression and thought control has shown, participants usually find it difficult to suppress a thought that was suggested to them (Wegner, 1994; Wegner et al., 1987) . Even if ordinary suggestion were based on the mechanism of rationality, the nature of imagined objects made it difficult for participants to exercise their capacity of conscious control over these types of objects. This masks the difference between ordinary and magical types of suggestion and makes ordinary suggestion as effective as magical suggestion.
In order to eliminate the possibility of the first alternative explanation imagined objects to be affected by suggestive causation should meet the following criteria.
(1) It must be established that participants do believe that magical suggestion can affect the imagined objects. (2) With regard to the imagined objects, magical suggestion should produce a predictable pattern of results based upon the mechanism of participation. In addition, these imagined objects should be anchored in participants' lives and not be randomly suggested objects as in Experiment 1. This would make participants able to consciously control their actions with regard to these imagined objects, thus eliminating the possibility of the second alternative explanation.
Participants' personally significant imagined objects (PERSIM objects) meet these criteria. PERSIM objects are the individual's images that exist in the future and have strong personal significance to the individual. Such objects can include thoughts about the future lives of our close ones, the future of our personal environment (a house, a homeland, the planet) and other events that are closely related to our health and wellbeing.
An individual's thoughts about his or her future life, or destiny are particularly emotive. Therefore, when confronted with the possibility of their future lives being affected in a magical way, adult participants produced reactions based on participation (Subbotsky, 2005) . Specifically, in the personal involvement condition of the above study, in response to the positive outcome (a witch putting a good spell on participants' future lives in order to make them rich and happy), participants had mixed feelings and reacted with the 'yes, do it' and 'no, don't do it' answers at chance level. Regarding the possibility of a negative outcome (a witch putting a bad spell on participants' future lives) participants rejected this possibility with the frequency significantly above chance level. The analysis of participants' explanations revealed that participants did not rule out the possibility that a magic spell could affect their future lives. In the no personal involvement condition (the magic spell targeted the future life of an imagined character and not participants' own future lives) participants could make judgments concerning the good and bad spells in an objective and disinterested way (i.e. relying on the mechanism of rationality). In that condition, participants selected 'yes' and 'no' answers at chance level in response to both the good and bad spells.
To summarize, the results of the above study showed that (1) Adult participants do not rule out the possibility that their PERSIM objects (their future lives) can be affected by a magic spell, and (2) Magical suggestion produces a predictable pattern of results based upon participation. With regard to their PERSIM objects, participants are in full control of their reactions. Unlike Experiment 1, in which imagined objects could be transformed into other objects without participants' conscious intention, participants' reactions with regard to their futures (to allow the spell or not) were their free choices. Therefore, the use of PERSIM objects is appropriate when exploring the 'participation versus participation' explanation of results in Experiment 1.
EXPERIMENT 2
Testing magical and ordinary types of suggestion on PERSIM objects Participants Participants were 20 male and female undergraduates. The age range was 18 to 38 (M ¼ 22:3). 6 Participants were primarily British, White. Approximately 30% of the adult participants were international visiting undergraduates from continental Europe, Asia and the United States.
Materials
The materials were the same as in Experiment 1, plus a laptop computer showing a numerical pattern on its screen.
Design
Both variables -condition (magical vs. ordinary suggestion), and trial (desirable vs. undesirable outcome) -were within-participants. The dependent variable was the number of participants that accepted or rejected the experimenter's suggestion that their futures could be affected by either casting a magic spell or changing a numerical pattern on a computer screen.
Procedure
Pre-test interviews
The pre-test interviews were the same as in Experiment 1.
Condition 1: Magical suggestion Props
Props were given as in Experiment 1.
Main interview
Trial 1: Desirable outcome Participants were tested individually. As in Experiment 1, participants were asked to imagine an object that was supposed to be affected by suggestion -their future lives:
'I'd like to ask you to think about your future life. Do you think that in your future life there will be problems and difficulties or do you think there will be no problems at all?'
They were then instructed, as follows:
'In the old book on magic I discovered a spell which, if cast on somebody's future life can make this person's life good and problem free. This spell only works if a person allows the spell to be cast on his or her life'
The key questions were then asked:
'Now, if I asked you whether I can cast this good spell on your life, would you allow me to do this or would you not allow?' 'Why would you allow (not allow)?'
In order to emphasize a positive motivation for allowing the spell to be cast on their lives, in the case of the 'no' answer, the third key question was asked 'And would you allow the spell to be cast on your life in order to prove to me and to yourself that you don't believe in magic forces?'
Trial 2: Undesirable outcome The experimenter then proceeded: 'In the same book I discovered a bad spell, which, if cast on someone's future, can make the person's life hard and full of problems. This spell only works if a person allows the spell to be cast on his or her future'. The same key questions were then asked as in the desirable outcome trial.
Condition 2: Ordinary suggestion Props
In order to minimize contamination of participants' answers with magical associations, participants who received the ordinary suggestion condition prior to the magical suggestion condition, received the pre-test interviews after (not before) the main interviews. In the prop session, the conversion of a piece of paper into a postage stamp was performed without a magic spell being cast on the box.
Main interview
Trial 1. Desirable outcome Participants were shown a laptop screen with a list of 6 numbers displayed on it in a numerical order, and instructed as follows:
'I'd like to ask you to think about your future. Do you think that in your future there will be problems and difficulties or do you think there will be no problems at all?' 'Now, I would like you to imagine that 6 of these future problems are shown on the computer screen, as the list of numbers, see? I am asking you to imagine that each of these numbers signifies one of your future problems, can you do this for me?'
The experimenter then proceeded:
'Now I suggest that if I delete half of these numbers from the screen by pressing the delete button, half of your future problems will disappear, OK?'
The first set of key questions then followed as in the Magical suggestion condition:
'Now, if I asked you to allow me to press the delete button, would you allow me to do this or would you not allow?' 'Why would you allow (not allow)?'
This type of suggestion was classified as ordinary because in this condition, unlike the magical suggestion condition, the suggestion explicitly did not refer to the supernatural forces. 7 Indeed, changing patterns on computer screens is something that most participants do (or see being done) on a daily basis, and there are no superstitions in Western societies that link working with a computer with participants' future lives. In order to examine if participants were aware of that, a second set of key questions was asked, as follows.
If the answer was 'yes, I would allow', the experimenter deleted half of the numbers and asked: 'Now, what do you think, because of what I've done, will your future change, will you have fewer problems than you would have if I didn't delete half of them from 7 In anthropological studies (Boyer, 1994; Frazer, 1923; Jahoda, 1969; Tambiah, 1990) , several types of events are usually classified as magical. It is not our intention here to give an exhaustive list of such events, but mentioning some of them seems appropriate. The event is qualified as magical if it involves a direct effect of 'consciousness over matter', like moving or creating physical objects by the sheer effort of will or thought ('though over matter magic'). Another type of magical events involves a sudden acquisition of feelings or independent movements by an inanimate physical object ('coming to life magic'). A further class of magical events involves violation of object permanence, when a physical object instantly alters its shape, appears 'from thin air' and disappears without a clear physical mechanism being a reason for this (non permanence magic). Lastly, the widely spread belief about certain objects (stones, skulls, mascots) and actions (crossing fingers, tapping on wood) as bringing luck or affecting the flow of natural events can also be considered as magical (participation or sympathetic magic). Despite differences between these types of events, they share one common feature: all of them are incompatible with the concept of physical causality.
the screen, or do you think nothing will change in your future?' 'Why do you think it will (will not) change?'
If the answer to the question concerning the deletion half of the numbers was 'no', the second set of key questions was as follows: 'Do you think that if I deleted half of the numbers your future would change? That you would have fewer problems than you would have if I didn't delete the numbers? Or do you think nothing would change in your future? Why do you think so?'
In both cases, participants were asked to justify their answers.
Trial 2: Undesirable outcome
The experimenter then showed participants a further list of 12 numbers, 6 of which were highlighted. Participants were then instructed as follows: 'Now, I would like you to imagine that 6 of your future problems are shown on the computer screen, as the list of highlighted numbers, see? I ask you to imagine that each of these highlighted numbers stands for one of your future problems, can you do this for me?' The suggestion was then made: 'Now, I suggest that if I highlighted the whole list of 12 numbers, then the number of your future problems would double, OK?' The first set of key questions then followed: 'Now, if I asked you to allow me to highlight all of the list, would you or would you not allow me to do so?' 'Why would you allow (not allow)'?
The second set of key questions was then asked as in the desirable outcome trial. The order of presentation of the magical and ordinary suggestion conditions and the desirable and undesirable outcome trials was counterbalanced.
Expectations
In this experiment (as in Experiment 1) two alternative hypotheses were tested: 'participation versus participation' and 'participation versus rationality'.
On the basis of previous research, it was expected that in the magical suggestion condition, participants' reactions would conform to the pattern based on participation (see Subbotsky, 2005) . In response to the good spell (the desirable outcome trial), participants' motivations would be mixed. On one hand, participants would be tempted to allow the experimenter to cast the good spell in order to comply with the experimenter's request and/or benefit from the spell. On the other hand, they may be unwilling to interfere with magic forces on the basis that there may be a price to pay. In this trial, participants would therefore go for 'yes' and 'no' answers at chance level.
In response to the mean spell (the undesirable outcome trial), the expectation was different. Although participants would still be motivated to allow the spell to be cast in order to comply with the experimenter's request or to show that they don't believe in magic, the opportunity to benefit from the spell would no longer exist. The motivation for not allowing the spell would increase because of the fear that the mean spell could actually influence their futures. On that basis, the number of participants who gave 'no' responses in this trial would be significantly above chance and significantly larger than in the desirable outcome trial. This would be the case even when a positive motivation for allowing the mean spell to be cast was emphasized by the third key question. It was also expected that the type of justifications participants gave to their reactions would show whether they were sensitive to the possibility that magic spell could affect their futures.
Although it does not follow with necessity that if participants have mixed motivations to allow or not the good spell then these motivations would balance their responses in the 50 £ 50 proportion, this might be the case. And, as was established in one of the previous studies (Subbotsky, 2005) , this is the case. Certainly, this is an empirical fact, yet, once established, it can be used as a basis for prediction in subsequent research. 8 In terms of the examined hypotheses, the finding that was of particular importance was how participants would react in the ordinary suggestion condition. If their responses were based on the mechanism of rationality, this type of suggestion should produce results (as in the no personal involvement condition of the earlier experiment) in which participants responded 'yes' and 'no' at chance level in both the desirable and undesirable outcome trials (Subbotsky, 2005) . This expectation was based on the fact that, treating suggestion in a rational and logical way means that participants would base their answers on the realization that changing a numerical pattern on a computer screen has no causal relation to their futures. They would therefore be free from the fear that the experimenter's suggested action could affect their future in any way, and yet have a mixture of motives to say 'yes' and 'no' to both outcomes. For example, certain participants might respond with a 'yes' to the undesirable outcome in order to comply with the experimenter's request or show that they did not believe that the suggested effect might come true. Other participants might respond with a 'no' to the desirable outcome, on the grounds that there was no reason to do something that cannot possibly have any effect.
If however, ordinary suggestion was based upon participation, the pattern of participants' answers would be as in the magical suggestion condition: in the desirable outcome trial participants would say 'no' at chance level. In the undesirable outcome trial the frequency of 'no' responses would be significantly above chance level and would occur significantly more frequently than in the desirable outcome trial. These findings are to be expected, as although participants may realize that changing a numerical pattern on a computer screen does not have any causal relation to their lives, emotionally they would adopt the suggestion and believe it. As a result, participants' behavioural responses (to allow or not to allow the manipulation) would conform to their emotional decisions whereas their verbal responses would reflect their rational views (see the predicted patterns of answers shown in Table 5 ).
To summarize, the 'participation versus participation' hypothesis predicts a significant effect of type of trial in both conditions. The 'participation versus rationality' hypothesis predicts a significant effect of trial in the magical suggestion condition, but not in the ordinary suggestion condition.
Results
All participants passed the pre-test interviews. In the magical suggestion condition, in response to the possibility of the good spell being cast on their futures, 9 participants said 'yes', and 11 participants said 'no'. Participants who said 'yes' justified their decisions by (1) stating that this was a no-lose game ('I've got nothing to lose', 'Because it is a no-risk game, it does not have negative consequences', 'I don't think it would do any harm, even if it failed'), (2) saying that they did not believe in the effect of the spell ('Because I don't really take this seriously', 'I am not superstitious', 'I don't think it would have any bearing on my life'), and (3) emphasizing the fact that they could benefit from the spell ('Because it's a good spell, and I need all the good I can get', 'Because I would like to have some good done to my life', 'I'd like to believe in these kinds of things'). Participants who said 'no' justified this by (1) expressing their worry that there might be a price to pay for the favor ('Because I am worried there'd be something bad about the deal', 'Because I don't want to get involved', 'Because these things would have some negative consequences'), (2) saying they did not care or did not believe it would work ('I like things as they are', 'I wouldn't believe it could actually work', ' I'd just rather live my life').
In response to possibility of casting the bad spell on their futures, only 2 participants said 'yes', and the remaining 18 participants said 'no'. Participants who said 'yes' justified this by their disbelief in the efficacy of the spell ('I don't believe in it', 'I don't think it would have any bearing on my life'). All participants who said 'no' acknowledged that the spell could negatively affect their futures in a magical way ('It would not seem to be a good thing if it actually came true', ' Messing with evil forces is a bad thing to do', 'If it did work, I would not want it, it may be real', 'Just in case it could actually work on my life', 'To be on the safe side', 'Just in case it happens, and it is your life', 'I am too superstitious', 'I don't believe in magic, but my knowledge is limited', 'Even though I don't believe in it, I would not try and wish bad on myself', 'It could affect my life in a magical way', 'I do give a bit of credit it might work').
The distribution of 'yes' and 'no' answers in response to the good spell was at chance level, and the number of 'no' answers in response to the bad spell was significantly above chance, two-tailed binomial. The number of 'no' answers in the undesirable outcome trial was significantly larger than in the desirable outcome trial, McNemar's two tailed, N ¼ 20, exact p ¼ :016. The same was the case when a positive motivation for giving the permission to cast the spells was emphasized by the third key question. Ten participants said that they would not allow either of the two spells to be cast, even for the purpose of proving that they were rational individuals and did not believe in magic. Six allowed a good spell only to be cast, and four allowed both spells. The number of 'no' answers in the undesirable outcome trial was still significantly larger than in the desirable outcome trial, McNemar's two-tailed, N ¼ 20, exact p ¼ :031.
In response to the ordinary suggestion with the desirable outcome, 12 participants said 'yes' and the remaining 8 participants said 'no'. Those who said 'yes' justified this by giving the following reasons (1) they did not believe anything would change in their lives ('I don't think that deleting some numbers on the screen will do anything', 'I don't believe you have control over what's going to happen', 'You can not affect future'), and (2) they expected to have some psychological benefit from the manipulation ('I know nothing would change in my life, but I still did it in order to be optimistic about my future'). Participants who said 'no' to the manipulation with the desirable outcome justified their answers by saying that (1) they learn by having to face problems and overcome them ('If things are supposed to happen, you need to live them through', 'The problems are meant to happen for a reason, you benefit from them, they expand your knowledge', 'If problems are in my life, so be it, you learn from your problems', 'It's better to work on the problems and try and solve them rather then avoiding them'), (2) they feared there might be a price to pay ('Because I think bad things could happen if I made this change on the screen', 'Because there can be a price to pay'), and (3) they did not believe anything would change in their lives ('Because I don't think the problems would be gone').
With regard to the ordinary suggestion with the undesirable outcome, only 4 participants said 'yes' and justified this by their disbelief that anything would change in their lives. Sixteen participants said 'no', with the following justifications: one participant said he accepted his problems and learned from them. The remaining 15 participants feared that the manipulation could negatively affect their lives ('I don't want to have more problems, not that I believe in it but just to have a peace of mind', 'I don't want to multiply my problems', 'Because I am superstitious about it', 'I'd rather not play with my future. I don't think anything would change, but I still would not want to try it, just in case things turned out for the worse').
In response to the 'awareness question' (whether anything would change in their lives if they approved the proposed manipulations), only 2 out of 40 answers were positive, one with regard to the undesirable outcome ('I would not say 100% that nothing would change') and the other in regard to the desirable outcome ('It could change, if it's some magical computer'). The remaining 38 responses indicated that participants did not believe anything would have changed in their future lives if they agreed for the figures on the screen to be manipulated. The distribution of 'yes' and 'no' answers in the desirable outcome trial was at chance level. The number of 'no' answers in the undesirable outcome trial was significantly above chance (two-tailed binomial). The number of 'no' answers in the undesirable outcome trial was significantly higher than in the desirable outcome trial, McNemar's two tailed, N ¼ 20, exact p ¼ :008.
The summary of results is shown in Figure 1 .
Discussion
The results of this experiment supported the hypothesis that ordinary suggestion is based on the same psychological mechanism as magical suggestion -participation. Indeed, in response to the question whether changing a pattern on a computer screen would affect their future lives, 38 out of 40 responses were 'no'. This indicates that participants were explicitly aware that there was no causal connection between the changing of a numerical pattern on a computer screen and their futures. Yet, in their behavioural responses, 9 participants demonstrated the same pattern of behaviour as the one they showed in the magical suggestion condition: in the desirable outcome trial, the numbers of 'yes' and 'no' responses were distributed at chance level, whereas in the undesirable outcome trial the number of 'no' responses was at a level above chance. Justifications that participants gave for their 'no' responses with regard to the suggestion with the undesirable outcome were similar to those given in the magical suggestion condition: 15 out of 16 participants who said 'no' to the offer of increasing the number on the screen justified their responses by suggesting that this action might in fact increase the number of problems in their lives. Interestingly, in response to the awareness questions, only one of these participants also said that he was not a 100% sure that the manipulation, if performed, would not change anything in his life. The remaining 14 participants were certain that the manipulation would not change anything. This indicated that participants were aware of the contradiction between their rational beliefs (changing the pattern on the screen would change nothing), and their emotional beliefs (changing the pattern on the screen could change their lives), yet this awareness did not affect their actions. Despite the fact that participants' actions were their free choices, they conformed to their emotional beliefs and not to their rational beliefs, thus meeting both of the two criteria of participation: (1) the participants accepted the suggested message and acted accordingly, (2) in their verbal responses they perceived their actions as being contradictory to their rational views.
GENERAL DISCUSSION
The study examined the vulnerability of various types of imagined objects to magical and ordinary suggestion and to a direct request for compliance. The results of Experiment 1 indicated that in adults, a direct request for compliance was significantly more effective in changing participants' imagined objects than magical suggestion. Figure 1 . Percentages of negative responses in Experiment 2, as a function of condition (magical versus odinary suggestion) and trial (desirable versus undesirable outcome). 9 In this paper participant's verbal responses ('yes' or 'no') to the key questions are called behavioural. The reason for this is that, by acknowledging that they would allow or not allow a manipulation participants had to reveal the actions they would go for in the case if the imaginary situation presented in the interview were real. Generally speaking, it is quite often that in humans behavioural responses take the form of verbal actions (like offending someone verbally or displaying verbal aggression, etc.). In this manuscript, participants' behavioural answers ('yes I would allow' and 'no, I would not allow') were contrasted with their theoretical views about whether their allowing or not allowing a manipulation would have any real effect. For instance, a lot of participants said they would not allow the change of the numeric pattern on the computer screen, yet subsequently stated that if they had then nothing would change in their future.
However, in children both types of causal influences were equally effective. A possible explanation of this age-related difference is that 6-and 9-year-olds are more vulnerable to magical suggestion than adults. Therefore, this made magical suggestion as effective as the rationally based direct request for compliance. Nevertheless, both children and adults labeled the effects of magical suggestion as truly magical significantly more frequently than they did a direct request for compliance. This suggests that children as young as 6 years can appreciate the difference between rationality-based and participation-based types of communicative causation.
The results also indicated that participants were significantly more likely to believe that fantastic objects had been transformed by a magic spell than emotionally loaded imagined physical objects. This confirms the earlier findings indicating that fantastic objects are 'softer' and more vulnerable to magical causation than are imagined physical objects (Subbotsky, 2005) .
With regard to the issue of whether ordinary suggestion is based upon either participation or rationality, the results of Experiment 1 favored the former assumption. Apart from the absence of a significant type of suggestion effect, this conclusion received indirect support in the fact that there was no significant interaction between age and type of suggestion.
Possible alternative explanations as to why in Experiment 1 magical suggestion did not yield a significantly stronger effect of transformation than did ordinary suggestion may be that the imagined objects employed in that experiment were not suitable for detecting the difference between magical and ordinary types of suggestion. First, participants may have not viewed these objects as changeable by a magic spell, and this annihilated the difference between magical and ordinary types of suggestion. Second, participants had a limited capacity of control over these kinds of objects, and this made their attempts to retain the original objects ineffective, even if ordinary suggestion was based upon rationality.
To examine this, in Experiment 2 objects of a different type were used -personally significant imagined objects (PERSIM objects). Research has shown that adult participants utilize the mechanism of participation when reacting to the possibility of magical causation affecting PERSIM objects. It was therefore assumed that if magical and ordinary types of suggestion relied upon different psychological mechanisms, the patterns of adults' reactions to the possibilities of magical and ordinary types of suggestion to affect their PERSIM objects should be different. If, however, with regard to PERSIM objects ordinary suggestion relied on the same psychological mechanism as magical suggestion -participation -then the patterns should be the same.
The results of Experiment 2 favored the latter assumption. This indicates that participants acted in accordance with the mechanism of participation: they accepted the suggestion that the change on the screen could affect their futures and reacted accordingly, yet acknowledged that these actions were incompatible with their rational views. As participation is viewed as the mechanism underlying magical thinking (Lévy-Bruhl, 1966 , 1984 Nemeroff & Rozin, 2000; Tambiah, 1990) , it can be concluded that, as far as it affects participants' imaginary reality, ordinary suggestion is no different from magical suggestion.
To summarize, the main results of this study imply that (1) with regard to affecting other person's imagined objects, ordinary suggestion is as effective as magical suggestion; (2) both types of suggestive causation rely on the same psychological mechanism -participation. These results have implications for understanding the role magical thinking plays in communication in modern Western societies.
Anthropological research has shown that beliefs in magic and paranormal phenomena persist in Western societies (Luhrman, 1989; Zusne & Jones, 1982) , and everyday superstitions are still a common practice (Jahoda, 1969; Vyse, 1997) . In psychological research, it has been argued that in modern adults, sympathetic magical thinking operates on the basis of special 'psychological laws', such as contagion ('once in contact, always in contact') and similarity ('the image equals the object') (Frazer, 1923; Nemeroff & Rozin, 2000) . For instance, university undergraduates were reluctant to taste their preferred juice if a sterilized, dead cockroach was briefly dipped in it; they were also less willing to try a piece of chocolate if it was shaped in the form of dog faeces than if it had a shape of a muffin (Rozin et al., 1986) . The authors interpret these data as examples of participation (Nemeroff & Rozin, 2000) . When engaged in participation, a person subconsciously suspends the borderline between his or her mind (e.g. the feeling of disgust) and the real world (e.g. juice or a piece of chocolate that are perfectly suitable for consumption).
The results of this study imply that effects of participation-based thinking in modern societies may go beyond the above special phenomena, to include one of the most powerful tools of modern mass communication -suggestion. As has been shown in psycho-anthropological studies, the early forms of human communication heavily relied upon magical rituals (Frazer, 1923; Jaynes, 1976; Lévy-Bruhl, 1966 , 1984 Malinowski, 1935; Tambiah, 1990) . For example, power and authority of the Pharaoh were based on people's belief in the pharaoh's divine origins, gods and omens decided on the times of sowing and harvesting crops, building temples and declaring wars. In the common view today, in modern industrial societies magical rituals have been restricted to the spheres of religion and entertainment. Contrary to this view, if magical and ordinary types of suggestion are based upon the same psychological mechanism -participation -then suggestive persuasion techniques used in religious, political, psychotherapeutic and commercial practices today may be viewed as historically evolving from magical practices. Indeed, these techniques mostly address imaginary and not perceived reality: they promise clients an improvement (material or spiritual) in their future lives or target their other PERSIM objects. Psychologically, these techniques rely on the individuals' tendency to involuntarily accept messages that they originally find unacceptable (see Singer et al., 1986) . The psychological mechanism of participation can account for the empirical fact that in many cases these persuasion techniques work: in the high cost conditions, suggesting certain ideas about people's PERSIM objects is enough to make many people uncritically and contrary to rational evidence embrace these ideas and act accordingly. Stripped from its original sacred context and referred to as suggestibility, magical causality survives in a society that otherwise is strictly adhered to science and rational logic. Indeed, persuading rational people that praying can affect their lives, buying this brand of car can make them rich or voting for this candidate can deal with the paramount state budget deficit without raising taxes can only be successful if it appeals to people's magical thinking and not to their rational thinking.
This also implies that the gap that has been suggested to exist between 'primitive' (traditional) type of thinking and modern thinking (Frazer, 1923; Lévy-Bruhl, 1966 , 1984 Luria, 1931) was exaggerated. Studies have shown striking similarities to exist between traditional and modern styles of logical thinking in both adults (Cole, 1996; Subbotsky & Quinteros, 2002) and children (Harris, 2000; Mead, 1932) . The results of this study suggest that these similarities can be extended to include fundamental causal mechanisms of communication.
